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A few equations in our recent paper,1 which will be re-
ferred to as Paper I, were found to be inaccurate. First of all,
q��

�c� in Eq. �6� should be replaced by q��
�c�. Equations �14� and

�15� should also be corrected as

P�� � �̄����qj��Tr�qj�
����� = �̂��, �14�

where �=���qj�� is the density matrix, and the equilibrium
density matrix in the �th exciton is

�̄����qj�� =
exp�− �H���qj���

Z
. �15�

Similarly, Eq. �16� should be corrected. The definition of the
Green function for the exciton-exciton coherence transfer
�EECT� in Eq. �32� of Paper I should be corrected as

G̃����t2� � Tr��†Ĝ����t2��̂��� . �32�

Accordingly, �̂�� in Eq. �31� should be removed. We took the
trace of Eq. �39� over bath modes, and the system and bath
are assumed to be initially uncorrelated, i.e., �̂��=Q����0�
= �̄����qj��Tr�qj�

�����0��. Note that �̂�� should be added to the
ends of both sides of Eq. �40�. Thus, Eq. �41� is independent
of any bath modes and only describes the time-evolution of
system’s coherence. Appendix B of Paper I should be simi-
larly corrected. We emphasize, however, that the time-
evolution equation of the Green function for EECT, Eq. �43�
of Paper I, is correct, although there is one typographical
error: � in the integrand should be changed to �.

Second, ĜPQ and ĜQP in Appendix A should be cor-
rected as

ĜPQ�t2� = − i�
0

t2

dtPe−iL̂0�t2−t��P + Q�L̂1�P + Q�e−iL̂tQ

�A2�

=− i�
0

t2

dtPe−iL̂0�t2−t�PL̂1Qe−iL̂tQ

	 �
0

t2

dtO�L̂1ĜQQ�t�� �A3�

and

ĜQP�t2� = − i�
0

t2

dtQe−iL̂0�t2−t��P + Q�L̂1�P + Q�e−iL̂tP

�A4�

=− i�
0

t2

dtQe−iL̂0�t2−t�QL̂1ĜQP�t�

− i�
0

t2

dtQe−iL̂0�t2−t�QL̂1Pe−iL̂tP

	 �
0

t2

dtO�L̂1ĜPP�t�� . �A5�

Therefore, we do not have to consider the above higher-order
contributions in our calculation. We also note that Eqs. �A6�
and �A7� can be removed, since we took ĜPP�t2� into con-
sideration as the exciton population transfer contribution.
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FIG. 3. �Color� �a� The time-resolved echo signals 
R�3��t3 , t2 , t1�
2 vs t1 and
t3 with t2=100 fs. The main peak is smaller than that in Fig. 3�a� of Paper I.
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Lastly, we recalculated the spectroscopic results in Sec.
IX of Paper I with the new parameters; the eigen-energy of

B850 �̃m=11 280 cm−1, the full width at half maximum �

=2�log 2�̄m=225 cm−1, and the homogeneous parameter 	
=1200 cm−1. In the numerical calculations of the nonlinear
optical signals and spectra shown in Paper I, we incorrectly
excluded the term −REECT�t3 ,0 , t1�. We found that the recal-
culated absorption spectrum of B850 with the above param-
eters is in agreement with the experimental result in Fig. 8 of
Ref. 2. Figures 3�a�, 4, 5�a�, and 6�a� are the recalculated 2D
time-resolved photon echo signal, photon echo peak shift,
and 2D photon echo, respectively. All the results have been
averaged over 1000 realizations of the static disorder.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Photon echo peak shifts �PEPS� with respect to t2.
The experimental data �solid line� are measured in Ref. 2, which is the same
as the dotted line in Fig. 4 of Paper I. The direct comparison shows that the
recalculated PEPS �dashed line� agrees well with the experimental data in
the ultrafast time region. The small deviation in the longer time region might
be attributed to the instability of coherence in the density matrix.

FIG. 5. �Color� �a� Real part of the 2D photon echo spectrum
�0


�0

 exp�i�1t1�exp�−i�3t3�R�3��t3 , t2 , t1�dt1dt3 at t2=100 fs. The horizontal

and vertical axes are �1−11 790 cm−1 and �3−11 790 cm−1, respectively.
The width along the anti-diagonal axis is broader than that in Fig. 5�a� of
Paper I, which shows the faster memory loss.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� The same as Fig. 5�a�, but the absolute magnitude.
The recalculated spectrum is rounder than that in Fig. 6�a� of Paper I, which
demonstrates the faster decoherence.
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